EMC Captiva Embeddable
Technology Solutions
Providing document imaging solutions experience,
innovation, and reliability for over a decade
Essentials
With EMC Captiva Embeddable Technology
Solutions you are provided with the essential
tools to help you quickly develop competitive
document scanning and imaging solutions to
compliment your line of business (LOB)
applications. The business solutions created
from these technology products can
transform piles of paper-based documents
into usable business-ready digital content
and can help you:
• Save time and money
• Improve overall productivity
• Generate new revenue streams

The paperless office is a myth. In spite of countless computer-driven processes, most offices
still find themselves submerged under reams of paper: paper contracts, paper purchase
orders, paper packing lists, paper invoices…the list (undoubtedly paper) goes on.
To remain competitive, a business must be able to effectively bridge the gap between its
paper-based processes and its computer systems. The solution is in imaging—transforming
printed information into digital, manageable business-ready content. And there is no more
established, more reliable and relied-upon provider of imaging tools than EMC® Corporation.
We set the standard for professional imaging tools, providing solutions for the
entrepreneur and the enterprise—and everywhere in between. We offer out-of-the-box
solutions (QuickScan™ Pro), and software developer kits (PixTools®), and we are the
creators of ISIS® (Image and Scanner Interface Specification), the de facto gold standard
in scanner interface technologies.

EMC Corporation delivers
We understand that every business wants: 1) to save time and money, 2) stay highly
competitive, and 3) mitigate risks. Many vendors promise to address these concerns, but
they never quite get around to saying how. At EMC, we don’t offer intangible promises; we
offer concrete proven solutions.
Here’s how we’ll help you save time and money:
• Rapid application development: The less time spent developing your application—with
solid and proven toolkits and drivers—the faster your ROI.
• Lower support costs: The ISIS standard, on which our imaging solutions are built, is a
proven-reliable interface based on code that has been used and refined for more than a
decade.
• Lower integration costs: Our products work within all major environments and hardware
interfaces since interoperability is the key.
Here’s how we’ll help you become more competitive:
• Faster, more complete support: ISIS and PixTools enable your software applications to
include more compatible, and more reliable, document scanner support.
• Localization: Our software developer toolkits already support German, French, Japanese,
English, Spanish, and Italian, with other languages easily and readily added.
• Increased company profile and visibility: Your company will be listed on our site alongside
industry leaders such as Adobe, IBM, and many others.
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Our customers

Here’s how we’ll help you reduce risk:

Our customers are leading suppliers of document
capture and imaging software and peripherals.
The companies listed here and hundreds of
smaller VARs, vendors, and MIS professionals
trust EMC Corporation to provide critical
components of their capture and imaging
solutions. Altogether, hundreds of thousands of
users rely on EMC Corporation every day. Here is a
small sampling of our existing customer base.

• Industry: EMC Captiva is the undisputed leader in high-volume intelligent enterprise
capture solutions, and our ISIS standard is the leading, enterprise-level scanner interface
technology. We are the document scanning and imaging experts in our industry, and have
a time-tested track record of success.
• Proven-effective, award-winning tools: We received the first-ever Special Award for
Standards Implementation Excellence for our ISIS standard from AIIM, and we haven’t looked
back as our solutions are currently in use by large enterprises and multi-national companies.
• Compatibility and reliability: Our toolkits and document scanning solutions are based on
our ISIS scanning API, which has been proven, refined and improved upon for more than
10 years and is currently compatible with more than 400+ document scanners. When it
comes to compatibility and reliability, choosing our embeddable technology solutions is a
no-risk decision.

ABBY

IRIS

Adobe

Knowledgelake

ACS Systems

Kofax

BancTec/Plexus

LexisNexis

Böwe Bell+Howell

LMI Technology

Our technology products

Brother

MetaSource

Canon

Nanosoft

Datacap

Nuance

Whether you need to simply transform piles of paper in your business into readily usable
digital content, or you’re looking to develop an enterprise-level imaging application, we can
provide help with a customizable suite of reliable and proven-effective products:

Digitech

Opentext

DocuWare Corporation

Panasonic

Eastman Kodak

Ricoh

eCopy, Inc.

Readsoft

Epson

Sage

Experian

ScanOptics

FileNet

Siemens

Fujitsu
Genix

U.S. Patent &
Trademark Office

Hewlett-Packard

Visioneer

Hyland Software, Inc.

Vodafone

IBM

Wave Imaging

Imaging Station

Xerox

Infosoft

• PixTools: Our suite of software development toolkits can help you get an imaging solution
up and running in only a day, and enable your application communicate with more than
400+ document scanners. Our toolkits include:
– PixTools for .NET can help you build custom document capture and imaging applications in .NET environments
– PixTools Distributed Imaging can help you create intelligent web-enabled distributed
capture and imaging applications. .
• ISIS Drivers: ISIS is the industry standard, enterprise-level interface that unites a universe
of scanners and applications, supporting every feature of leading document scanners, and
allowing them to run at their rated speeds. Value-added resellers (VARs) and commercial
software vendors will see marked improvements in client satisfaction with this high-level
proven scanner interface.
• QuickScan Pro: The out-of-the-box desktop solution for document imaging and data
capture. Ideal for business looking for an entry-level document scanning and imaging
solution.

Contact Us
To learn about ISIS PixTools for .NET, visit
www.EMC.com, call 800.607.9546
(outside the US: +1.925.600.5802;
German office: +49 (0) 89 93091-557;
French office: +33 (0) 1 4695 8798; UK
office: +44 (0) 20 8758 5850), or send
e-mail to ptSales@emc.com.
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